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Abstract 
The thesis presents a holistic approach to the problem of shape-synthesis of ma- 
nipulat or workspaces The problem of workspace synthesis involves determination 
of the kmematic dimens~ons of the manipulator such that its workspace appro=- 
mates a glven taskspace 1 he mampulators under cons~deration are general planar 
mechanisms, that is, the mechan~sms may be kinematically simple or complex, simple 
jomted or multiple jom ted, and may have any number of hnks and degrees-of-freedom 
(d o f ) Most often, dimensional synthesis is an intermed~ate bu b critlcd step in the 
total process of design For better designs, ~t is, therefore, necessary to develop fast 
but accurate and robust synthesis procedure that solves all the intermediate sub- 
problems automatically To achieve t h ~ s  objective, the thesis has made the following 
contributions 
(a) The problem of workspace synthesis IS formalized by exammng the sub-problems 
mvolved and determining the h~erarch cal relationship among these su b-pro blems 
Th~s decomposition is independent of the particular methods used for solvmg 
the problems However, ~t is established that, for workspace synthesis to be a 
feasible proposal, extremely fast met hods of kinematic and workspace analys~s 
are necessary w~th complete control on the branch of solutlon 
(b) Complex mechanisms are believed to generate wider variety of workspaces An 
algor~thrn has been developed for synthesis of hghly complex kinematic chams 
of gmn  mlnlmax loop-srze and d o f A number of counter-examples to a well- 
established theorem on poss~ble complextty m kinematic &uns are synthesmed 
(c) Conventional Iterative methods of solving me&anisms with general topology is 
shown to be prone to chaotic behaviour and, therefore, u d a b l e  A method, 
based on the concept of modular kinematics has been developed for easy mod- 
eling and closed-form solutlon of position, velaclty and acceleration kinematics 
of any revolute jointed mechanism with full control over branches For positron 
analysis of complex mechanlsms, a highly efficient iterative method has been 
developed It is shown that, for such mechanisms, only four types of mod- 
ules rotary, dyadic, transformation and constrant modules are sufficient The 
strength of the present approach Ires in the followmg facets 
1 Automat~c determination of module sequence, the plan of solving the mech- 
anism from connectlvi ty information alone Metnc information of the knks 
1s utilized during execution of this plan 
11 Automatic block-decornpos~ tlon and sub- block resequencing for partition- 
lng of complex mechanlsms into simple and complex s u  bchans and makmg 
constrant moddes mutually independent 
111 Execution of only relevent portlon of module sequence dunng kinematic 
analysis 
With the above features, kmematics of any planar mechanism is solved orders 
of magnitude faster than the conventional methods 
(d) A centro- based method for characterization and classlficatlon of all possl bJe 
types of smgularlt~es in a planar dyadic manipulator is developed The method 
has been used for mapplng both mternal and boundary smgularhes in the 
workspace of different manipulators by employing input-space scannmg 
(e) Smce the above method 1s slow, and mnce workspace synthesis needs only ex- 
ternal boundary of the workspace, a computational geometry based method 
1s developed for that purpose wh~ch acts on a set of pomts representing the 
workspace of a manipulator and determines the shape-hull of the set of pomts 
whlch approximates the workspace boundary The method 1s fast, accurate and 
robust Workspace boundar~es of smple and complex mech anisms are deter- 
mined 
(f) It is shown that using the concept of shape normal~zatlon, a h e a r  transforma- 
tion can be determined that takes both the desired and the present workspace 
in a configuration where thar  shapes can be easily compared Global properties 
(GP) of the normahzed curves are thelr shape at tn  bu tes The theas uses shape 
cornpanson independent of location, orientation, sue and refl ectlon 
(g) The GP vector and Founer descriptor for shape representatlon, cmd steepest 
descent and slmulated annealing methods of optlmizat~on are applied in the 
process of synthesis for a comparative evaluation of performance It u found 
that, by and large, slmulated annedmg and GP representatlon gwe accurate 
results faster A wde variety of workspaces are synthesized 
(6) A mechanism cannot have a full hnematic range of motion m the pmence of 
obstacles m the environment The problem of obstacle analysis has been camed 
out for a five- bar manipulator For syn them of obstacle tolerant hnk geometry 
for any manipulator, the concept of dlscretized inverse motion is proposed for 
determination of the mfeasible zones whose removal from the lamina of a hnk 
allows unobstructed motion of the knk 
The theory presented In the thesis 1s lmplemen ted ~n a computer program wrl t- 
ten in C and is supported with a user-friendly graphcd interface Wlth this soft ware, 
modeling, kmematic andys~s, on-hne ammation and workspace synthesis can be per- 
formed for a mechanism and its lnverslons very easlly and the user need not worry 
about the structural complexity of the hnkage A typlcal synthesis process takes 
about twenty to thlrty mmutes on a 486 processor The lmplementat~on establishes 
the feasiblllty of the concepts m the thesis and the versatihty of the hollstic approach 
to the problem of shape-synthes~s of workspaces of planar manipulators wi th arbitrary 
topology 
